Introduction
The microRNAs (miRNAs) are highly conserved, small, but endogenous noncoding RNAs that regulate gene expression. microRNAs are transcribed and processed to its mature form (22 nt) through a series of operations, where a hairpin shaped stem loop structure called pre microRNA with hundreds to thousands of nucleotides in length, and pri microRNA (70 nt) are its intermediate forms. microRNAs can interact with target mRNAs at specific sites, results in either cleavage and destruction of target mRNA or translational repression [1, 2] . Regulatory functions of microRNAs are being identified, which includes mediating mRNA decay by directing rapid deadenylation of mRNAs, stabilizing mRNA, increasing gene expression, affecting cell functions like cell proliferation and differentiation [3, 4] .
Intense research are progressing in identification of biological functions of microRNAs, pathways affected by microRNA in different diseases, and modeling signal pathway networks using predicted targets [5] [6] [7] . Its interaction in protein transactional mechanism attenuate or progress protein synthesis, thereby involved in the regulatory role in human diseases, especially in diseases like lymphoma, leukemia and many cardiac problems [8, 9] . To cite a few, the microRNA, miR203 act as a tumor (Glioblastoma) suppressor, as its expression reduces cell growth, migration and invasion [10] . miR208 plays role in progression of heart failure but therapeutic inhibition of miR208a could improve cardiac function and survival during heart failure [11] . Deciphering the exact nature of microRNA:mRNA interactions will unravel the body mechanism to greater extents and will pave way to better diagnosis and more effective drugs. Derek lemons et al. [7] discusses the suitability of using microRNAs as phenotypic screen and reiterate its essential requirement to exact identification of microRNA target sites.
The way microRNA and their targets interact in animals and plants are different in certain aspects. The microRNA target for plant microRNAs requires high complementaries for identification by genomewide scale searches [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The plant microRNA exhibits perfect or nearly perfect base pairing with the target but in the case of animals, the pairing is more imperfect. This makes the microRNA target identification problem in animals more complex compared to that in plants. Also microRNAs in plants bind to their targets within the coding regions cleaving at single sites, whereas most of the microRNA binding sites in animals are in the 3' UTR regions. In animal microRNA-mRNA interactions, multiplicity (one microRNA targeting more than one gene) and cooperation (one gene targeted by several microRNAs) are very common but not in the case of plants [17, 18] . All these make the approaches in microRNA target prediction in plants and animals different in many aspects [19, 20] . microRNAs are initially identified by genetic screening technique [21, 22] . Experimental approaches for microRNA identification include Northern blotting, Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), Rapid amplification of cDNA etc. The northern blot is a technique used in molecular biology research to study gene expression by detection of RNA or isolated mRNA in a sample, whereas PCR amplify a single or few copies of a piece of DNA across several orders of magnitude, generating millions or more copies of a particular DNA sequence. Experimental identification of microRNA is slow since some microRNAs are difficult to isolate (may contain other non-coding RNAs such as tRNA, rRNA, siRNA etc.), low expression of microRNAs, tissue specificity, and procedural delay in experiments [23, 24] . So computational approaches have been extensively used in microRNA research to identify most probable candidates. Large number of algorithms and techniques has been devised both for microRNA prediction and for identification of microRNA target sites. Computational techniques mainly focus on the secondary structure, sequence characteristics, conservation among related organisms and folding free energy index of genomic segment [25] . Identification of novel microRNA genes and its targets are most imminent problems toward the understanding of post-transcription gene regulation. In this paper, existing computational methods for microRNA prediction, target prediction, databases of microRNAs and targets, and signaling pathways related with microRNAs are discussed. algorithms have been developed over past 11 years. They all rely in one way or other, the characteristics such as structural features of hairpin like structures, thermodynamic parameters, sequence conservation among multiple species, sequence specific (properties of consecutive nucleotides) parameters. The computational approaches have been successfully used to identify microRNA genes in various plants and animals including human, mouse, C. elegans, Drosophila, A. thalina, Oryza stativa and many more. Table 1 shows computational approaches to microRNA identification or classification available in the public domain. The biggest advantage of such methods is prediction of potential candidate miRNAs which could subsequently verify directly or indirectly by experimental approaches. In the initial stages, computational approaches for prediction were utilizing genetic conservation between the species and hence comparative in nature. Later, many algorithms are developed irrespective of genetic conservation. All the tools were built based on data collected and properties extracted from experimental results on microRNA identification. The selection and validation of feature set and advances in machine learning techniques give way to the development algorithms with very high accuracy. Recently, studies are conducted exclusively to determine discriminant power of features selected in pre-microRNA identification [26] . A significant change arose due the advent of Next Generation Sequencing techniques, a quite a few algorithms based on enormous data output from sequencing techniques are also available. These sections discuss various computational methods for microRNA identification.
Comparative, sequence and structure based prediction
The different functional elements in the human genome have been systematically discovered by Comparative genomics [27] . Studies shows that sequence conservation in human and other vertebrates are roughly 38%, 3' UTR the region having widespread post transcriptional regulatory effects, shows extreme conservation in vertebrates, and is followed by 5'UTR region (which also shows post transcriptional regulation) [28] . When experimentally identified microRNAs across different species analyzed, the strong conservation enlightened the importance of restricting search for microRNAs to the conserved noncoding regions only. Otherwise, for example, Bentwich et al. [29] screened 11 million hairpins like structures in his non-comparative approach to identify microRNAs from human genome and validated microRNAs till the date is few hundreds only. If search space is limited to specific regions of the genome, it saves lots of computation and reduces false positive rates.
Among the computational tools listed in Table 1 , the tools such as miRScan, Srnaloop, MIRcheck, and miRFinder are examples of tools that employ conservation somewhere in the algorithm. The other determinants are properties of 70 nt intermediate precursor of the transcript called pre-microRNA. Some algorithms taken into consideration even longer transcripts called pri-microRNA from which pre-microRNA has been derived. Both pri-microRNA and pre-microRNA form a hair pin like stem loop structure due to base pairing, and properties like length of stem, G:C content, A:U content, G:C ratio, number of bulges, free energy of structure, and many more are considered as determinants. To determine folding energy structure, the programs like RNA folding program Mfold [30, 31] or Vienna RNA software package [32] [33] [34] or similar programs were being used.
MiRScan is a tool, described by Lim et al. in 2003 [35] and is used to identify microRNA genes in C. elagans. Since C. elagans and C.briggsae are evolutionary conserved species, C. elagans genome is scanned for hairpin structures that are conserved with that of C. briggsae. Around 36000 hairpins were found satisfying this minimum requirement. These hairpins are evaluated by similarity search with training set (data from known microRNAs). The similarity search are based on features like base pairing with microRNA (both at fold back region and rest of fold back region), conservation at 5' end, conservation at 3' end, initial 5 nucleotides of microRNA, and bulge symmetry etc. It is found that base pairing has major deciding role microRNA identification.
MiRAlign is a computational tool not based on strict sequence conservation, but loose mature microRNA conservation. Properties of secondary structure conservation are also considered [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The web interface of the tool provided the facility to input candidate sequence of length between 50 and 300 nucleotides, and to specify limits of other parameters such as Minimum Free Energy (MFE), and Minimum Sequence Similarity. The known microRNAs and precursors from six species were used to prepare training set. The algorithm works in 5 steps: initially, Minimum Free Energy (MFE) of the sequence and its reverse are calculated and retain those sequences with MFE less than 20 kcal. Second level of elimination is by a pair wise sequence alignment of candidate sequence with known microRNAs, where the tool CLUSTALW [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] is used to find sequence similarity score. In the third and fourth step, filtering is based on homology with known microRNAs. The position in the stem loop, the arm in which the microRNA can present, are restricted in third step, whereas pair wise structure alignment measure is used in fourth step. Finally, a Total similarity score(tss) with all homologs identified is calculated and sequence with highest score are identified as microRNA.
Many of the microRNA genes are clustered together in human, mouse and Drosophila [42, [55] [56] [57] . Conservation pattern in clusters and properties of neighboring areas of microRNAs were analyzed for new predictions [58] . ERPIN is a profile based dynamic programming algorithm for identification small RNAs such tRNA, rRNA, microRNA and other motifs. The known animal microRNA precursor data from miRNA registry are grouped into 18 clusters, each containing varying number of similar microRNAs. The clustering is done by sequence alignment using the tool CLUSTALW, followed by visual inspection. Each cluster, the sequence and structure characteristics form the basis of pro le search. Another tool which utilizes clustering principles is miR-abela.
There are many tools especially designed based on conservation among plant genes. MIRcheck and findMiRNA are two examples. The tool, MIRcheck [36] identifies repetitive elements in genomic sequence between Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa and predicted successfully microRNAs in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Expressed Sequence Tag(EST) represent expressed portion of genome, and are base pairs generated randomly from selected cDNA clones. ESTs are useful for gene prediction and identification for species where draft genome sequence is not available. Zhang et al. proposed method for microRNA prediction by EST analysis [14, 15, 59] and they identified 338 new potential plant microRNAs from 60 different plant species. All known Arabidopsis microRNA sequences are compared with publicly available EST database, then closely matching sequence (n/n, (n-1)/n, (n-2)/n) where n is length of previously known Arabidopsis microRNA) were obtained, and secondary structures were predicted using Zucker folding algorithm, mFold. The final prediction is based on combined score of free energy and helical score for each individual arm.
conservation. Hence initial reduction of search space for microRNA prediction is impossible. But, these algorithms are capable of finding microRNAs from species where close analogues species data are not available. The nucleotide sequences and their characteristics along with other structural and thermodynamic parameters of stem loop structures are used prediction of microRNAs. Table 1 lists microRNA prediction software tools in the order of development and publication year. The table shows a brief description of method used, the type of availability (whether through web interface or to download and install locally), and species related. Positive training data has been collected from miRNA registry, while negative samples collected from protein coding regions. The criteria for selection of negative samples are fixed in such a way that collected samples are similar to the real pre-microRNAs in terms of widely accepted characteristics such as number of base pairs, maximum energy of hairpin, number of multiple loops etc. On the test data set prepared from human chromosome 19, the authors claim a specificity of 89%. Once trained with human microRNA data, TripletSVM successfully classified 'crossspecies'(another 11 species data from miRNA registry) data too. Other than triplet structure values, MiPred uses Minimum free energy(MFE) and P-value. MFE of secondary structure is obtained using Vienna RNA software [32] . The P-value is a measure of difference in MFE values of original sequence and its random variations. P-value=R /(N+1), calculated by repeatedly measuring MFE of randomized sequence obtained from the original one while keeping dinucleotide distribution as constant, where R number of iterations where MFE less than that of the original sequence and N is the total number of iterations. MiPred is based on Random forest algorithm where machine learning techniques such as bagging [60] and random feature selection are utilized. The relative significance of each feature vector for microRNA prediction is also determined. MiPred claims that P-value, MFE, C..., U(((, and A((( are top five determinants of pre-microRNA like hairpins as real or pseudo microRNAs. The local triplet structure has been utilized by yet another tool, MiRank [61] . In addition to triplet structure, MiRank's feature selection includes normalized minimum free energy(MFE), normalized number base pairing and normalized loop length. Normalization factor is total length of pre-microRNA. The algorithm relies on random walks on a graph. The relationship between known microRNAs, putative microRNAs are modeled using a weighted graph G(V,E), where each vertex V represent a microRNA and each edge represent relation between them. The weight of edge is proportional to the closeness of relationship between vertices. It is defined as
is Euclidean distance between samples x i and x j , and is heat transfer parameter. Sequence conservation is not deciding factor at any stage of algorithm and hence it could identify microRNAs from genome sequences where a few microRNAs are available.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) as machine learning technique has been widely in microRNA predictions. TripletSVM, MirPara, PMirP [62] , microPred [49] , MiRFinder and miR-abela are example tools where SVM has been used. MirPara, predicts microRNA coding regions from genome scale sequences. This tool is a preferable choice to complement High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) experiments, by identifying putative pre-microRNA sequences. The training set consists of microRNA secondary structures of 6330 microRNA sequences from miRBase release 13.0. After the initial screening, 5576 pri-microRNA sequences belonging to animals (4886), plants (1215) and viruses (227) were selected. Unlike other tools, mirPara considers the parameters related to microRNA, pre-microRNA and pri-microRNA (as full length pri-microRNA sequences is not available on public database, algorithm utilizes partial pri-microRNA sequences). A total of 42 parameters ranging broad categories such as size, sequence, stability, and structure were identified and corresponding data set is used to train the SVM. Three SVM models are created, one for animal data, second for plant data and third for the entire data. Among the 42 parameters, 10 top scoring parameters identified as seed parameters. These seeds are used to generate 10 highest scoring pairs, which in turn utilized to generate 10 highest triplets and so on. Caution has been taken so that negative data set is completely random or be closely related to positive data set (in both cases SVM may not be able to distinguish from the biological sequences). miRPara initially splits the genome sequences into 500 nt fragments with 200 nt overlap, and predicts hairpins in the fragments by using UNAFold. Next, it rejects hairpins having length less than 60 nt, checks for duplicates, revalidate using UNAFold then, classify using the SVM classifier. MiRFinder introduces a new secondary structure representation with paired, unpaired, insertion, deletion and bulge of bases. Other than minimum free energy and base pairing features of mature microRNA region, frequency of different two nucleotide combinations according the above representation constitute the complete feature vector.
High Throughput Sequencing (HTS)
Second generation sequencing platforms enable genome sequencing in a very faster rate, with drastically reduced cost, by massively parallel instruments capable of processing millions of reads. A read means one random fragment of nucleotide sequences processed individually. Later the sequenced representative reads are aligned with reference genome. Examples of these systems are Genome Sequencer FLX from Roche Applied Science (454 Sequencing), the SOLiD System from applied Biosystems and Illumina Genome Analyzer [63] . Recently, many tools have been developed to discover known and novel microRNAs from the data outputs of the above mentioned systems. All tools perform preprocessing to find representatives of reads, majority perform genomic alignments. miRDeep, miRAnalyzer, mirTools, and mirExpress examples of such computational tools, where miRAnalyzer and mirTools works based on its alignment known standard databses. The problems with this method are very low success rate [64] (may be one microRNA identification out of 10000 reads) and conservative nature of algorithm.
miRDeep [50] detects novel microRNAs from RNA Sequencing(RNAseq) [65] data. RNASeq is a powerful method for discovering, and profiling RNA transcripts using Next Generation Sequencing technologies. miRDeep starts with aggregation of similar reads from the input data (RNASeq data output), filter the reads by retaining the ones having length between 18 to 23 nucleotides, followed by a genomic mapping. miRDeep algorithm is a probabilistic model based on position and frequency of sequenced RNA data with that of known microRNA precursors. mirDeep * and mirDeep2 are variations of same algorithm with improved capabilities. Erl Zhu et al. developed a tool, mirTools, [51] which utilizes miRdeep and several other popular sequence databases. Again, the data from Deep Sequencing experiments are the input. Initially, low quality reads are filtered out and unique sequences are aligned against miRBase, RFam, and RepeatMasker, [66] and coding genes of reference genome, and hence classified into known microRNA, degradation fragments of noncoding RNA, generic repeats, and mRNA. The sequences which do not fall on above categories are used to identify novel microRNA using miRDeep program. miRAnalyzer, the algorithm reads the read-count input le and trim reads with less than 17 bases and longer than 26 bases. The resultant sequences are aligned with corresponding species data retrieved from miRBase. This mapping is done in four steps aligning to mature, maturestar, unobserved maturestar and hairpin sequences. The sequences are then aligned with other transcriptome libraries: RefSeq and RFam, unmapped entries are used to predict novel microRNA using a Random Forest Algorithm. The prediction of new microRNAs reached ROC values of 97.9% and recall values of up to 75% on unseen data. mirExpress [46] perform the microRNA expression pro le in three steps : preprocessing of raw data from Deep sequencing experiments, alignment of all sequencing reads against known mature microRNAs, and finally microRNA expression profile is constructed by computing the sum of read counts for each microRNA according to the alignment criteria.
microRNA Target Prediction
MicroRNAs direct post transcriptional regulation of gene expression by binding to complementary site on target mRNAs. The result of this binding either immediate degradation or repression of translation. The degradation or blocking of translation depends on the degree of complementary relation between microRNA sequence and its target sequence. It is identified that a single microRNA may regulate multiple genes and /or multiple genes may regulate a single target sites. The target genes that are regulated by microRNAs greatly help the study of microRNA function in animals and plants [67, 68] .
Thousands of microRNAs are identified in animals, plants and virus. But, targets of the majority of these microRNAs have not been identified due to the cost factor and delay experimental validation. The challenges in computational prediction of target sites, especially in animals, are complexity of microRNA: mRNA interaction and limited knowledge of exact rules governing the system. Table 2 shows current computational microRNA target prediction methods, which have been employed successfully to identify potential microRNA targets in mRNA sequences in many species. These algorithms taken different characteristics of microRNA binding sites such structural, base pairing, thermodynamic and positional properties of complementary sequence of microRNA whose target to identified, evolutionary conservation etc. Generally, algorithms use a subset of the following characteristic properties:
1. In plants, microRNAs are nearly or near-perfect complementarity to its target mRNAs with no bulges or gaps at the sites. In animals, the functional binding and sequence complementarity are related, and extensive studies resulted in accepted rule is that the 5 region of a miRNA from nucleotides 2 or 8 or 2 to 9 from seed region.
2. The folding free energy of RNA-RNA duplex better than about 12 kcal/mol) [38, 69, 70] .
3. Mature microRNA binding sites of the mRNA are highly conserved from species to species particularly within the kingdom, and the seed region is the most evolutionary conserved region [13, 69, 70] . 4 . Base pairing pattern: Base pairing patterns of with miRNA:mRNA duplex on the basis of different types of targets-e 5' dominant seed only targets, 5' dominant canonical targets, and the 3' complimentary targets [71] .
Thermodynamic stability of miRNA:mRNA duplex are analyzed by calculation of free energy (ΔG). The minimum free energy or the Gibb's free energy ΔG describes the energy of molecules in aqueous solution. For an equilibrium process ΔG=0, for unfavorable process ΔG>0 and for a favorable process ΔG<0. Hence, biomolecules in solution arrange themselves so as to minimize the free energy of the entire system. Likewise, the G in folded nucleic acid structure tends to be the lowest, to ensure a stable structure.
Among the algorithms listed in Table 2 the tools MiRanda, TargetScan, PicTar, DIANA-microT, targetRank, and MTar used evolutionary conservation as part of prediction process, whereas RNA22, MicroTar, TargetSpy, and NBmiRTar have considered factors other than conservation. TargetScan, miRanda and PicTar perform extensive search in 3' UTR mRNAs for probable targets. All the three perform, seed match almost in similar ways, followed by free energy calculations. MiRanda focuses on sequence matching of miRNA:mRNA pairs, by estimating energy of physical interaction. It was initially developed for prediction of microRNA targets in Drosophila and later extended to find microRNA targets in mammals (human, mouse and rat) and Zebra fish [68] . A matching score of +5 for A:U, +5 for G:C, +2 for G:U and mismatch score of 3 are assigned. A gap opening is penalized by a score 8 whereas gap elongation penalty is only 2. The individual score is multiplied by a scaling factor for nucleotide positions 111 of the mRNA, hence a final score 'S' is obtained. The free energy G is calculated by RNAlib package [72] . Based on the cuto score 'S', the free energy G) the match is pursued further and resulting targets are ranked accordingly. Using this software, a large number of targets were identified including proteincoding genes in Homo sapiens. The false positive rate was estimated to be 24%.
PicTar [70, 73] predicts and analyze microRNA target in flies. It also checks whether targeting in flies is comparable that of vertebrates, whether miRNA:mRNA relationships are conserved between them. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was used to validate the target sites. The algorithm first finds candidates 3' UTR sites, called anchor sites(seeds), with specified minimum number of WatsonCrick base pairing. The imperfect sites which lacks minimum free energy (twothirds of free energy of perfectly base paired miRNA:mRNA duplex) are filtered out. Anchors are then fed into a trained HMM to yield a score for 3' UTR in the multiple alignments. Separate scores were obtained for different organisms. Its false positive rate has been estimated to be around 30%.
Targetscan [74] is a tool used to predict microRNAs which bind to 3' UTRs of vertebrate transcriptomes. TargetScan could predict more than 451 human microRNA targets. This algorithm has three parts. First it searches for a conserved seed match between nucleotides in the positions 2 to 7 of the microRNA and a 6 nucleotide section of the 3'UTR of the mRNA in a multiple alignment of sequences of all organisms under test. Then it proceeds to the second step which searches for a 'conserved anchor' on the 3' UTR, just downstream of the seed match for all sequences. In the third step, it looks for a match to a seed region in microRNA with the 3' UTR of mRNA. Then mRNA is declared as a target provided a conserved match is found in second or third step or in both. TargetScanS, a modiffed version of TargetScan, omits multiple sites in each target and further filters the targets using thermodynamic stability criterion [17] . Using this modified method more than 5300 human genes were predicted as possible targets of microRNAs [17, 74] . The false positive rate varies between 22% to 31%.
Target Spy, not rely on evolutionary constraints and not looking for presence of seed match, it allows detection of microRNA targets, especially 3' compensatory sites. However, TargetSpy intermediate results are filtered out on seed match and conservation. Initial screening of candidate targets is done by searching for areas in target sequence where predicted free energy is below a threshold value. In this study, around forty five features are identified for the machine learning purpose. But, a Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) technique, identifies seven best features which returns an Area Under Curve Table 2 lists microRNA target prediction software tools in the order of development and publication year. The table shows a brief description of method used, the type of availability (whether through web interface or to download and install locally), and species related. UTR. Binding asymmetry is the ratio between paired bases in 3' versus the amount paired bases in the 5' region. Thus, TargetSpy is a good tool for finding species specific targets, poorly conserved/low quality target sites.
MTar and HomoTarget are ANN based programs with positional, structural and thermodynamic parameters for classification. There is an initial sequence alignment, then filtering followed feature extraction, selection and classification. MTar classified three potential microRNA targets (5' seedonly, 5' dominant, and 3' canonical) interactions and reports 94.5% sensitivity and 90.5% specificity whereas HomoTarget claimed 99% specificity.
Different algorithms employ different rules for target prediction, resulting in different list of targets. Same algorithm, when used with data set collected from different sources, predictions are different. TargetScan with different data set of same species resulted only 47% overlap, whereas miRanda has given 65% overlap [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . Researchers turned their attention to develop tools that employ multiple target finding programs, and obtain better result than what they could individually gained. One such tool is, comiR [90] a support vector machine based, where single probabilistic score has been calculated from ensemble of four microRNA target finding algorithms, PITA, miRanda, TargetScan and mirSVR. FermiDirac (FD) equation is used to find binding potential of microRNA:mRNA interaction from the thermodynamic models, PITA and miRanda. The other two, TargetScan and mirSVR are not thermodynamic models, where weighted sum of score (WSM) has been calculated. Authors claimed that both sensitivity and specificity in the combined model improved than individual values. Using a combined score all the four and support vector machine comiR is constructed, outperformed individually by an AUC value better by 12 to 17%. Starbase v2.0 is general online tool to find possible gene regulatory functions of non-coding RNAs, such microRNAs, long noncoding(lncRNAs), circularRNAs and pseudogenes. This tool predicts competing endogenous RNAs(ceRNAs) [93] by taking into consideration all possible targets of given mRNA and targets of other noncoding RNAs. Starbase V2.0 can be used to find probable targets, it employs five popular target finding algorithms, namely TargetScan, miRanda, Pictar2, PITA and RNA22. The most predicted targets when results combined from all five used to nd ceRNA interactions.
microRNA and its Target Databases
Thousands of microRNA and its targets have been identified in animals, plants and viruses (Table 3 ). The miRBase database published a mature microRNA sequence of animals and virus along with their hairpin precursors and their discovery structure and functions [94, 95] . Presently there are 24521 mature micorRNA entries belonging to 206 species (release 20). This database also contains microRNA targets sequences.
A database of experimentally tested microRNA targets in human, mouse, fruit fly, worm, and zebra fish are listed in TarBase [96] . The database is functionally linked to several other useful databases such as Gene Ontology (GO) and UCSC Genome Browser. TarBase provide more than 65000 gene versus target interaction in its latest release. It also shows the experiments that were conducted to test microRNA versus target interactions, publications from which data are extracted. miRecords is a resource for animal microRNA-target interactions. The present miRTarBase 4.0 database contains more than 50000 interactions between microRNA gene and target sites, collected from literature through data mining [97] . It is specified that interactions are experimentally confirmed by reporter assays, western blot, microarray experiments, pSILAC or qRTPCR. They also included information like the species of microRNAs, species of target genes and experimental conditions. PMRD is a plant database consisting of microRNA sequence and their target genes. The web server also provides secondary dimension structure and expression profiling [98] . There are 8433 microRNAs collected from 121 plant species in PMRD, including model plants and major crops.
miRNAMap is a web database contains experimental verified microRNAs and experimental verified microRNA target genes in human, mouse, rat, and other metazoan genomes [99] . This database contains 2241 microRNA and estimates average length of microRNA as 21.95 nt and average length of pre-microRNA as 88.38 nt. ViTa [100] and VirMir [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] are providing virus host interaction databases. ViTa investigate regulatory relationships between host microRNAs and related viruses to curate the known virus microRNA genes and the known/putative target sites of human, mice, rat and chicken microRNAs. VirMir is database of predicted viral microRNA candidates, examined the 2266 viral genome sequences for putative microRNA hairpins and identified 33691 hairpin candidates.
Databases in target pathways
microRNAs emerge as regulators of signaling pathways in diseases and other biological processes. HMDD V2.0 (the Human MicroRNA Disease Database) relates 572 microRNAs and 378 diseases. The disease versus microRNA associations are collected from 3511 articles. miR2Disease is a manually curated database which contains information about microRNA based deregulation in various human diseases. The miR2Disease documents 3273 relationships between 349 human microRNAs and 163 human diseases from published articles. PhenomiR is database of microRNA deregulation in diseases and biological processes, curated manually from published experiments. They evaluated 365 articles and database contains over 12,000 data points each one representing a deregulated microRNA in experiments.
KEGG (Kyro Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) is a collection of database of high level functions and biological systems, and KEGG pathway is one such system which contains pathway maps for molecular interactions for metabolism, genetic information processing, organizational systems, human diseases and drug development. DIANA-miPath v2.0 as a web server allows uploading a microRNA and results the specific KEGG pathways the given microRNA are related. The tool uses meta-analysis algorithm and predicted or validated microRNA targets sites, shows microRNA pathway interaction heat maps based on interaction levels.
Conclusion
The gene regulatory characteristics of microRNAs attracted researchers focus into its prediction from both plant and animal genes.
Even though, thousands of microRNAs are identified experimentally, for many of them, targets are not yet identified. MicroRNA can have more one target, and one can be identified from different genes, makes the process complicated. Existing methods on computational prediction of microRNAs and their targets utilize the evolutionary conservation information, secondary structure features, sequence based characteristics, thermodynamic parameters. A vast number of machine learning approaches, algorithms, and data set preparation techniques have been developed. Although all these in silica methods are perfectible, their predictions have to be systematically validated experimentally. Recent years more effective target identification, including the usage of multiple tools and modern approaches in machine learning are developed. Researchers attention are shifting towards precise identification regulated diseases, the set of proteins that may affected, and role of other non-coding RNAs and pseudogenes in microRNA:mRNA interactions. In Computational terms, all these requirements converge in a single point, the fine tuned identification of valid microRNA target sites. Table 3 lists microRNA related databases-predicted and experimentally validated microRNAs, microRNA: mRNA interactions, microRNA related disease pathways. 
